Monday
“LéClé”
7:30 pm – 9:30 pm
Jazz Pop Funk Rhythms
Léclé is a group that makes music under strong influences of jazz. This band is performed by
Donovan and Ingrid Bernhardt, and several guest musicians. Their music set is influenced by jazz,
pop, funk, and blues. Playing covers with their own unique interpretation.
Tuesday
Tequila tasting at 6.00 pm at Ziggy’s Bar
Tequila is an elegant spirit of unique tastes and sensations that you will want to remember always.
Our Tequila Tastings are guided by our experts, who will introduce you to our culture and you will quickly
acquire an appreciation of the AGAVE world. $ 28 usd per person
“Mariachi Band”
7:30 pm – 9:30 pm
Mariachi is a musical expression that dates back to the at least 18th century in Western Mexico. It is
a tradition that can be defined by various socio-musical elements. Mariachi instrumentation and
texture, musical genres and subgenres, performance methods and styles, singing styles and forms,
dance styles, performative space, performance clothing, and the word "mariachi".
Each element has its own history, originated at varying moments in time and in different regions of
the Western Mexican countryside, and some, if not all, had to converge in order for the mariachi
tradition to become what it is.
Wednesday
Seafood Grilled Caribbean Menu – $ 55 usd per person
“Cocoson”
7:30pm–9:30pm
Salsa & Caribbean Roots
Cocoson is a unique small band that sounds like a big salsa orchestra. With the voice unique of
Eleazar Ocaña.
Salsa is the product of various musical genres including the Cuban son montuno, guaracha, cha cha
chá, mambo, and to a certain extent bolero, and the Puerto Rican bomba and plena. Salsa also
occasionally incorporates elements of rock, R&B, and funk. All of these non-Cuban elements are
grafted onto the basic Cuban son montuno template when performed within the context of salsa.

Thursday
Mexican Wine Tasting at 6.00pm at Ziggy’s Bar
Learn and taste our selected Mexican wine, paired by canapés from our chef, while we give you an
introduction to the main regions that produce the best Mexican Wine and its different selection of grapes.
$28 usd per person
”Kuantikoz”
7:30pm–9:30pm
Spanish & Flamenco Guitar
A project born in Tulum with the vision of making original music to fly and relax, involving
percussions and acoustic sounds. With a mediterranean gipsy style.
Friday
“Al Son de México”
7:30pm–9:30pm
Mexican Folk
The music of Mexico is very diverse and features a wide range of musical genres and performance
styles. It has been influenced by a variety of cultures, most notably the culture of the indigenous
peoples of Mexico and Europe. Al son de Mexico offers us an unforgettable experience combined
with its lyrics and sounds.
Saturday
“Fabi World Music“
7:30pm–9:30pm
Caribbean Latin Rhythms
Caribbean Latin Rhythm refers to music originating from Latin America, namely the Romancespeaking countries and territories of the Americas and the Caribbean south of the United States.
Latin American music also incorporates African music from slaves who were transported to the
Americas by European settlers as well as music from the indigenous peoples of the Americas. Fabi
and his team connect us with our Latin and romantic roots.
Sunday
Mezcal Tasting at 5.30 pm at Ziggy’s Bar
Our Mezcal experts will take you through sensory experience paired with fruits, citrus, and nuts. $ 20 usd
per person
“Mogo Mogo”
7:30pm–9:30pm
Mexican Folk Son Jarocho
Son Jarocho is a regional folk music style of Mexican Son from Veracruz, a Mexican state along the Gulf of
Mexico. It evolved over the last two and a half centuries along the coastal portions of southern Tamaulipas
state and Veracruz state, hence the term “Jarocho”, a colloquial term for people or things from the port city
of Veracruz. It represents a fusion of indigenous (primarily Huastecan), Spanish, and African musical

elements, reflecting the population which evolved in the region from Spanish colonial times. Lyrics include
humorous verses and subjects such as love, nature, sailors, and cattle breeding that still reflect life in
colonial and 19th century Mexico.

